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Rectangular bands in universal algebra: Two applications 
M A T T H E W G O U L D 
The concept of rectangular band, well known in semigroup theory (see, e.g., 
CLIFFORD and PRESTON [5]), has been utilized, implicitly or explicitly, in a few con-
texts in universal algebra, for example by CHANG, J6NSSON, TARSKI [4] , FAJTLOWICZ 
[7], GOULD [12] , PLONKA [23] , NEUMANN [22] , and TAYLOR [26] . In this note we employ 
rectangular bands to obtain two results concerning automorphism groups of universal 
algebras. The first of these results is a new proof of E . T . SCHMIDT'S [24] theorem esta-
blishing the abstract independence of the concepts of automorphism group and sub-
algebra lattice. Although Schmidt's result has been re-proved and generalized in 
several ways (as in GOULD and PLATT [14] , FRIED and GRATZER [9] , LAMPE [21], and 
STONE [25]), the present proof is, in the author's view,, simpler than the others and 
yields a stronger result in the finite case, namely the following: 
Given a finite group G and a finite, non-trivial lattice L, there is a finite algebra 
91 of three binary operations, such that Gs*Aut9l and L ^ Sub 91. Moreover, the 
three binary operations may be replaced by a single quaternary operation without 
altering the automorphisms or subalgebras. 
Our second result is concerned with automorphism groups of direct products. 
It establishes, in a somewhat stronger form, the following statement : 
Given a group G, there exist multi-unary algebras 51 and SB, each having a trivial 
automorphism group, such that G = Aut (Six®). Moreover, 91 and S are finite if G 
is finite. 
Concepts and notations of universal algebra used here are taken from GRATZER 
[16], except for the notations End 91, Aut 91, Sub 91, Con 91, respectively denoting 
the endomorphism monoid, automorphism group, subalgebra lattice, and congruence 
lattice of a universal algebra 91. Moreover, for sets A and B and an element xtAxB, 
the respective components of x will be denoted x0 and x b that is, x=(x 0 , xx). The 
projections 7r0: AXB-»A and 71!: AxB-*B are then given by XTZ~xiy for 
i=0, 1. 
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1. Automorphism groups and subalgebra lattices. Given sets A and B, define 
a binary operation on A X B by x * y=(x0, ^j). The resulting groupoid is a semigroup 
known as the rectangular band on A XB. In KIMURA [20] the following conditions on 
a semigroup S are proved to be equivalent: 
(i) S satisfies the identities xyz=xz and x2—x. 
(ii) S satisfies the identity xyx=x. 
(iii) There exist sets A and B such that 5 is isomorphic to the rectangular band 
on AxB. 
A semigroup satisfying any of these equivalent conditions is called a rectangular 
band. (A generalization to Cartesian products of finitely many sets was introduced 
by PLONKA [ 2 3 ] and termed diagonal algebra; see also FAJTLOWICZ [ 7 ] . ) 
When A and B are endowed with operations of the same similarity type, the 
imposition of the rectangular band operation on the direct product of the algebras 
results in an algebra whose endomorphisms, subalgebras, and congruences readily 
decompose. Specifically, we have the following lemma, in which the notation L0®LX 
denotes, for algebraic lattices L0 and Lly the lattice obtained by adjoining a zero to 
the partial sublattice of L q X ^ given by {x^L^XL^ | ̂ ^ O ^ X i } . (The lemma con-
tains a statement about congruence lattices that is included only for the sake of 
completeness, as it will not be used in the sequel. It was essentially noted by TAYLOR 
[26] and is a ready consequence of results of FRASER and H O R N [8].) 
L e m m a 1.1. Let %=(A\F) and '¡B = (B; F) be universal algebras of the same 
similarity type, let (AxB; F) denote their direct product, and let * be the rectangular-
band operation on AxB. Then the algebra &=(AxB; FU{*}) has the following 
properties. 
(1.1.1) End (E = End Six End 23, and likewise for automorphisms. 
(1.1.2) Sub E s Sub 91X Sub 23 if F contains nullary operations. 
(1.1.3) Sub GC= Sub 21® Sub 33 if F contains no nullary operations. 
(1.1.4) Con C^ConSTxCon®. 
P roof . As all parts of the lemma are proved in a very straightforward manner, 
we prove only (1.1.1) in detail and note that a common proof of (1.1.2) and (1.1.3) 
is achieved by verifying that Sub {UxV\ C/eSub 91 and FeSub S}. The dis-
tinction between (1.1.2) and (1.1.3) arises from the convention that 0€Sub 91 if 
and only if 91 has no nullary operations. 
Given a € End 91 and /?€EndS, define y: AxB—AxB point wisely: xy = 
= (x0<x,x1i8) for all X€AXB. Obviously ye End (21x23). Moreover, (x *y)y = 
=(x0,y1)y = (x0x,yip)=(x0a,xip)*(y0<x,yip)=xy*yy for all x,yiAxB, and 
therefore y€End C. Writing y=ctXfi, we thus see that {a XP \ agEnd 91, 0€End S } 
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is a submonoid of End (£, and is obviously isomorphic to End 91X End S . Hence, 
to prove (1.1.1) it suffices to show that every endomorphism of (£ belongs to this sub-
monoid. 
Let </>€End£. Fixing utAxB, define maps <p0: A-*A and (p^. B-+B by 
aq>0=(a,u^)<pn0 and ¿<P1=(M0, b)^^ for all (a,b)zAxB. If we can show that <p0 
and (pi are independent of the choice of u, it will follow that <p0 and <px are endomor-
phisms of 91 and © respectively and that <p = (p0X<pl. Now, for vzAxB and 
a,b,u as above, we have a(p0=(a,u1)(pn0=({a,v1)*u)(pn0=({a,v1)(p*u(p)7t<) = 
= ({a,v1)q>n0,u(pn1)ii0=(a,v1)<pTi0, and likewise 6<p1=(t;0, A)<j9 
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
T h e o r e m 1.2. Let L be an algebraic lattice of at least two elements and let G 
be a group. 
( 1 . 2 . 1 ) ( E . T . SCHMIDT [24] ) There is an algebra whose subalgebra lattice is iso-
morphic to L and whose automorphism group is isomorphic to G. 
(1.2.2) If G is at most countable and each compact element of L contains at most 
countably many compact elements, then there is an infinite groupoid meeting the require-
ments of (1.2.1). 
(1.2.3) If G and L are finite, there exists a finite algebra of three binary operations 
meeting the requirements of (1.2.1); there is also such a finite algebra having only a 
single quaternary operation. 
Proof . By classical results of BIRKHOFF and FRINK [3] and BIRKHOFF [2] 
there exist algebras 91 and © having no nullary operations, such that Sub 91 ̂ L , 
Aut © = (7, and Sub © = 2 , the two-element lattice. (For the sake of completeness 
we may specify that 91= (A; {fa\ aeA} U {V}>, where A is the set of non-zero com-
pact elements of L, the operation V is the join inherited from L, and the unary op-
erations fa are given by f„(x)=a if « S x and fa(x)=x otherwise. Moreover, we 
may take S = (G; {Ag\gtG}), where Xg(x)=gx for all xtG.) 
Unfortunately, 91 may have non-trivial automorphisms, and hence must be modi-
fied to eliminate such automorphisms without altering the subalgebras. To this end, 
let Q be a well-ordering of A and define a binary operation fB on A by setting 
ft{x,y)=x if xqy and fc(x, y)=y otherwise. Adjoining fe to the operations of 91 
we obtain an algebra 9le whose subalgebras are precisely those of 91. Moreover, any 
automorphism of 9lB is an automorphism of the well-ordered set (A, Q) and hence 
must be identity. 
Although 9lB and S need not be of the same similarity type, the difference 
is, for our purposes, purely superficial. We can increase operational rank (e.g., 
by substituting for an n-ary operation / the (n+l)-ary operation / ' given by 
/ ' (*! , ..., x„+i)=/(*i> •••> *n)) and introduce projection operations (such as 
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p(xli ..., x„)=JCi) as needed in order to convert Strand S into algebras 91' and SB' 
sharing a common similarity type and maintaining the desired properties: Sub 91'= 
= Sub 9Ic=Sub 9IS£Z, and Aut 9I' = Aut 9IC={1^}; while Sub 23' = Sub 23 = 2 
and Aut 93'=Aut 95^6 . . As neither 91' nor 23' has miliary operations,. the above 
lemma gives an algebra (£ satisfying Aut GsC7 and Sub whereupon 
(1.2;1) is proved., • : . ' • . . - • • 
• To prove ( 1 . 2 . 2 ) and ( 1 . 2 . 3 ) we assume the-hypotheses of ( 1 . 2 . 2 ) and begin by 
choosing the above 91 and 23 to be groupoids, of cardinality at most \L\ and |G| re-
spectively. By a result of . H A N F [17] , such a groupoid <&={A',f) with Sub 91 S I , 
indeed exists: essentially as noted by WHALEY [27] (see also J6NSSON [19 ] ) it suffices 
to take A to be the set of non-zero compact elements of L and to fix for each xeA 
an enumeration {x0, ..., x„,...} of the set {y£A\ySx} in such a way that x~Xj 
implies xi+1=xJ+1. The required binary operation / can then be defined by 
f(x, y)=xn+1 if y=xn for some n, and f(x,.y)—x\J y otherwise. 
In GOULD [10] , a groupoid 23 satisfying Aut B ^ G was defined on the set G as 
follows. First, choose: an enumeration {g0 , . . . , g„, ...} of G satisfying g 0 = 1 and 
whenever gi=gj. Then define the binary operation / by f(x,y) = 
=g„+ix, where g„=yx~1. Setting 23 = <G; / ) we note that Sub 23^2. Indeed, 
it suffices to show that each xeG generates (in 23) the entire set G. Since goX=x and 
f(x, g„x)=gn+1x for all n, it follows by induction that x generates {gnx\n~^(a}= 
= Gx=G. 
Starting with these groupoids 91 and 23, we obtain as in the proof of (1.2.1) an 
algebra .C with Sub GsZ. and A u t d ^ G . Note that (Ehas precisely, three oper-
ations, all of them.binary, and that the cardinality of (£ is at most \L\ • |G|. By a result 
of JEZEK [18], given any algebra (C; F) having at most countably many oper-
ations and no miliary operations, there is a groupoid (£' of cardinality equal to 
ft* • |.C j, such that . End G ' s End £ and Sub G'siSub (£. Applying this result to the 
£ given above, we have proved (1.2.2). . 
If L and G are finite, the above (E suffices to establish the first statement of (1.2.3). 
To prove the second statement, we distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. Supposing |G| = 1, we in fact obtain a ternary operation with the 
required properties. Recall the algebra 91 e=(A; f , f e ) , and define a ternary oper-
ation / 'by setting t(x, y, z)=f(x, y) if y=z and t(x, y,z)=fQ(x, y) if y^'z. It is 
easily verified that Sub (A ; />=Siib (A; f ) ^ L and Aut (A; t)=Aut (A;/„>= 
= {1 a} = G. \ 
, , Case. 2. Supposing \G\^l, we note that the groupoid. 23 = (5; / ) defined 
above has no one-element subgroupoids. It follows that in the direct product 
21x23 = 04X-6; / ) there are.no one-element subgroupoids. Passing to the algebra 
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G above, we may write ( £ = ( C ; / 1 ( / 2 , / 3 ) where C=AxB and / 1 = / Now define 
a quaternary operation q on C by 
q(x, y, z, w) = 
fi(x, y) if y = z = w, 
A(x, y) if y = z w, 
fa(x, y) if y ^ z . 
It is readily verified that Aut <C; ^>=Aut C s G and that Sub GgSub <C; q). 
To verify the reverse inclusion, let A'sSub (C; q). As the empty set belongs to 
Sub (£, we assume AV0. Since / i is a polynomial of (C; q) it follows that X is closed 
under fx and therefore contains more than one element. Thus, given x,y€X we 
may choose weX with w^y, whereupon f2(x,y)=q(x, y,y, w)eX and f3(x,y)== 
-q(x, y, w, w)eX. Hence Sub (C; g)=Sub d^L and the theorem is proved. 
We close this section with some remarks concerning the above theorem. First, 
the hypothesis is obviously justified by the fact that an algebra with only 
one subalgebra can have only one automorphism. Second, the hypothesis in (1.2.2) 
concerning the compact elements is necessary because in the subalgebra lattice of 
any algebra of at most countably many operations, the compact elements are the 
finitely generated subalgebras, each of which is at most countable. The other hypo-
thesis in (1.2.2), namely |G| S cannot in general be dispensed with. For example, 
if the unit element of L is compact, then every algebra having L as its subalgebra 
lattice must be finitely generated. Given an algebra 2 L = ( A ; F ) generated by a 
finite set S, the mapping that associates with each automorphism of 91 its restriction 
to 5 is a one-to-one function of Aut 91 into AS. As above, if F is at most countable, 
the fact that 91 is finitely generated implies that A is at most countable, whereupon 
the same holds for AS and hence for Aut 91 as well. 
Finally, we note that the second statement in (1.2.3) improves a result of the 
author [11] establishing the existence of a finite algebra with the desired properties 
that has only one operation. We ask whether the rank of this operation can be reduced 
to two, thereby combining, in the finite case, the nicest features of (1.2.2) and (1.2.3). 
Precisely stated: given a finite group G and a finite lattice L, does there exist a finite 
groupoid 91 satisfying Gss Aut 91 and L^ Sub 91? We conjecture that the answer is 
affirmative. (In this conjecture and in (1.2.2), "groupoid" is best possible in the sense 
that an algebra whose operations all have rank less than two must have a distributive 
subalgebra lattice.) 
2. Automorphism groups of direct products. Given sets A and B, a binary oper-
ation * is readily defined on the set of all functions of AXB into itself: for two such 
functions a and /?, simply define a*/?: A X B — A X B to be the map that sends each 
X(LAXB to (x:a7r0, x/tei). Straightforward calculation shows that * is an associative 
operation satisfying the rectangular-band identities (i) cited in the previous section. 
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Moreover, it is readily observed that composition of mappings is left-distributive 
over * in the sense that a(P*y)=(a/?)*(ay) for all transformations a, /?, y of AXB. 
If now A and B are the carrier-sets of algebras 91 and © respectively, of the same 
similarity type, it is readily observed that End (91X©) is closed under *. Thus, we 
enrich the endomorphism monoid of 91X© to form the endomorphism system 
^/ (9 lX©)=(End(9IX©); *, 1), an algebraic system of type (2 ,2 ,0) in which 
• denotes composition of mappings and 1 is the identity endomorphism, here 
regarded as a nullary operation on End (91X ©)• 
. The following lemma shows that the aforementioned equational properties of 
.//(91 x S ) actually characterize such endomorphism systems. Here and in the sequel, 
expressions of the form x-y will be written as xy, and (xy) *(xz) will be written as 
xy*xz. 
Lemma 2.1. Let Jl= (M; •, *, 1) be an algebraic system of type (2 ,2 ,0) . 
The following conditions are jointly equivalent to the existence of algebras 9i and © 
such that Ji^Jt(91X©). 
(2.1.1) (M; •, 1) is a monoid; 
( 2 . 1 . 2 ) (M; *) is a rectangular band; 
( 2 . 1 . 3 ) x(y*z) = xy*xz for all x,y,ziM. 
Moreover, given ( 2 . 1 . 1 ) — ( 2 . 1 . 3 ) the algebras 91 and © can be chosen to have unary 
operations only and to be finite if M. is finite. 
Proof . Having noted the converse, let us suppose that ( 2 . 1 . 1 ) — ( 2 . 1 . 3 ) hold. 
By the result of KIMURA [ 2 0 ] quoted in the previous section, there exist sets A and B 
such that (M; *) is isomorphic to ( A x B ; *), the rectangular band on AxB. As 
the other operations in ^fcan be transferred to A XB by means of this isomorphism, 
we have a system M'—(AxB\ •, *, 1 ) satisfying ( 2 . 1 . 1 ) — ( 2 . 1 . 3 ) and isomorphic 
to J L 
Now define a multi-unary algebra Ci = (AxB; {fJueAxB}) in which fu 
denotes left multiplication by u, that is, fu maps each xeAxB to ux. It readily 
follows (asin BIRKHOFF[2] or ARMBRUST and SCHMIDT [ 1]) that End <S.= {QU\U£AXB}, 
where XQU=XU, for all xeAXB. The map U-*QU is an isomorphism of (AxB; - , 1 ) 
onto End G. 
By (2.1.3) each fu is in fact an endomorphism of ( A x B ' #), whence it follows as 
in Lemma 1.1 that for each u there exist maps f„A: A-*A and /„B: B—B such that 
fu((a,b))=(fuA(.a),fuB(b)). for all (a,b)iAXB. Hence £ = 9 I x © , where 91= 
= (4; { / • / V ^ X f i } ) and © = <5; {fuB\ufAxB}). To conclude that the map 
m—qu is an isomorphism of J f onto Ji(91X©), it remains only to note that 
Qu*v~Qu*6v for all u,viAxB. Indeed, XQU%V=X(U*V)=XU*XV = ((XU)TZ0, (xv)n1)= 
= (xQ„n0, XQDn1)=x(gu*gv) for all xeAXB, whereupon the lemma is proved. 
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Before stating the main result of this section, we borrow from EHRENFEUCHT 
and GRZEGOREK [6] the following definition. Given sets A and B, a function 
a: AXB-*AxB is said to be axial if either are0 = 7r0 (left axial) or a7r1 = 7i1 (right 
axial). Clearly a is left axial if and only if 1 * a = a , and right axial if and only if 
a * l = a . 
We now show that an arbitrary group can be realized as the automorphism group 
of the direct product of algebras whose automorphism groups are trivial. In fact, 
we have the following stronger result. 
Theorem 2.2. Given a group G, there exist multi-unary algebras 21 and 23, 
both finite if G is finite, such that G^Aut (21x23) and 91x23 has no axial automor-
phisms other than the identity; thus Aut 21 and Aut SB are both trivial. 
Proof . By the above lemma, it suffices to construct a system (M; *, T) 
satisfying (2.1.1)—(2.1.3) and an isomorphism g— g of G onto the group of units of 
(M ; •, 1), such that no g € G \ { l } satisfies \*g=g or g*l = g. To this end, set 
M=GXG, and for each geG set g=(g, g). Define multiplication in M by: 
and let (M; *} be the rectangular band on GxG. It is evident that I is an identity 
element with respect to multiplication, and that the map g-*g is an isomorphism 
of G onto the group of invertible elements of (M; •, I). Moreover, if an element 
g€G satisfies it follows that (g, g)—(l, g), whence g= 1; likewise 
implies g— 1. Thus, (2.1.3) and the associativity of multiplication are all 
that remains to be proved. 
Let x,y,zzM. If x0=xx we have x(y*z)=x• (y0, z1)=(x0y0, x0z1)= 
= (xoJ'oi x0y1)*(x0z0, x0z1)=xy*xz, while if x07ixl we have simply x(y*z) = 
=x=x*x=xy*xz, whence (2.1.3) is proved. As for associativity, first note that 
XQ^X! implies x(yz)—x—xz—(xy)z. Thus, we now assume x 0=x 1 . If y0=yl 
we then have x(y'z)=x •{y0z0,y^1)={x0y0z0, x0y0z1)=(x>')z. If it follows 
that x0y07ix(syl, whence x(yz)=xy = (x0y0, x ^ ) = (x0j'0, x ^ ) • z= (xy ) z . Thus 
associativity is proved and Lemma 2.1 now gives the desired direct product hav-
ing no non-trivial axial automorphisms. As a non-trivial automorphism of either 
factor would obviously give rise to a non-trivial axial automorphism of the direct 
product, the theorem is proved. 
We close this section by remarking that the finiteness of the algebra constructed 
above, in the case where G is finite, stands in striking contrast to the author's con-
struction in [12] establishing the fact that any group having an element of order two 
is isomorphic to Aut (21x21) for some multi-unary algebra 21 having only the trivial 
xy = Í (X<>y0, Xoj'x) 
[ x otherwise 
if X0 — Xi, 
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endomorphism: if the group has more than two elements the algebra 91 in that con-
struction will be infinite. However, a different construction given in [12] (and subse-
quently generalized to Aut (91") by the author and H. H. JAMES in [ 1 5 ] ) produces a 
finite 91 in the case where the given finite group retracts onto a two-element subgroup. 
One can easily verify that both constructions are free of non-trivial axial automorr 
phisms. „ 
. The fact that finiteness is preserved in Theorem 2.3 makes it plausible that a 
finiteness-preserving construction can be found for Aut (91x91) as well. By a result 
of the author in [13], representing a group as Aut (91x91) for finite 91 is equivalent 
to representing it as Aut 23 for a finite algebra S that is free on a two-element basis. 
Moreover, it is sufficient to allow only unary operations in the former case and binary 
in the latter. In view of the retraction theorem quoted above, the cyclic group of 
order four is the first group for which the question of such a representation is open. 
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